
LESSON 5: How do the forces compare when objects of different speeds and masses
collide?

PREVIOUS LESSON We analyzed images from load testing a concrete beam. We planned and carried out an investigation into the relationship of contact force strength vs. the
amount of material deformation. We constructed graphs of our data and compared them to those from other materials tests. We developed a model to
explain and represent the elastic and non-elastic behavior of all solid objects.

THIS LESSON 
 

INVESTIGATION 
 

2 days 
 

We carry out investigations to explore what happens when two objects come in contact with each other
and learn that each object applies a force on the other object. We then investigate how different speeds
and masses of objects that collide affect the amount of force on each object. We argue from evidence that
the amount of force is the same on each object, regardless of the speed or mass of each object.

NEXT LESSON We will carry out an investigation to determine how different materials impact the amount of force on each object. We will argue from evidence that the
amount of force is the same on each object, regardless of what each object is made of.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS 
 

MS-PS2-1, MS-PS2-2 
 

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO 
 
Plan and carry out an investigation and analyze data from that investigation to identify a pattern that provides evidence that when any pair
of objects in a system interact, the force exerted by the first object on the second object is equal in strength to the force that the second
object exerts on the first.

Develop and use models to describe the magnitude and direction of the forces that result when the two objects in the system defined by
boundaries interact in a collision.
 
WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT 
 
We figure out that regardless of the speed or mass of two objects in a collision, the forces are equal and in opposite directions.



Lesson 5 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 12 min NAVIGATION
Ask students to recall what was learned in the prior lesson.

A-B class word wall, chart paper, markers,

2 15 min EXPLORING FORCE INTERACTIONS: MINI INVESTIGATIONS C-F Push-Pull Spring Scales: How do the forces
compare?, rubber bands, two 5 N push-pull
spring scales,

3 15 min INVESTIGATING WITH PUSH-PULL SPRING SCALES
Students investigate how push-pull spring scales can help us see how the forces compare when two
objects gently push on each other.

G

4 3 min NAVIGATION
Students complete a brief exit ticket to see if they can apply what they learned today to a new context.

H

End of day 1

5 5 min NAVIGATION
Students recall the generalizations discovered during the previous day and then think about if these
ideas will still hold true during collisions.

I

6 25 min COMPARING FORCES: DIFFERENT SPEEDS AND MASSES
Students identify variables in the two investigations and then collect data for their assigned
investigation. Data for both investigations is pooled.

J-K two 5 N spring scales, two carts, six washers,
modeling clay,

7 3 min NAVIGATION
Students look at their own group data to see if any patterns are emerging.

L

End of day 2

8 3 min NAVIGATION
Students look at their group data and see if any patterns are emerging.

9 25 min SCIENTISTS CIRCLE
Students look at pooled data and make claims based on evidence. They then begin to construct force
diagrams.

M-Q

10 7 min UPDATE PROGRESS TRACKERS
Update individual Progress Trackers.

R

11 5 min NAVIGATION
Help students think through next steps.

12 7 min EXIT TICKET
Students complete an exit ticket that can be used to assess understanding that the forces are always the
same regardless of material and to demonstrate that they can draw a force diagram model.

S loose leaf paper,

End of day 3



Lesson 5 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials science notebook
Push-Pull Spring Scales: How do the forces compare?
loose leaf paper

rubber bands
two 5 N push-pull spring scales
two 5 N spring scales
two carts
six washers
modeling clay

class word wall
chart paper
markers

Materials preparation (30 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable). 

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available. 

You will find that your carts have come with the rough side of hook and loop fasteners adhered to the cart, the fuzzy side of hook and
loop fasteners adhered to the push-pull spring scales, and gradations marked on the flat side of of the scales. The gradations are
marked every 0.5 N. In this lesson, attach the push-pull spring scales to the carts with the gradations facing up.

You should also set up class charts based on the student handouts How do the forces on objects compare when they have different speeds?
and How do the forces on objects compare when they have different masses? so that they can put tally marks down as a way to pool class
data. You do not need to put down predictions in your charts. A sample chart for How do the forces on objects compare when they have
different speeds? is provided below. Notice the x’s that would indicate what the groups found.



How do the forces on each object compare when the speeds of the carts are different?

Case Left Cart (actual) Right Cart
(actual)

Left Cart Moves / Right Cart Held a. Same force xxx
b. More force x
c. Less force

a. Same force
b. More force
c. Less force

Left Cart Moves / Right Cart Stopped But Free to Move a. Same force xxx
b. More force
c. Less force x

a. Same force
b. More force
c. Less force

Both Carts Move a. Same force
b. More force
c. Less force

a. Same force
b. More force
c. Less force



Lesson 5 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going

Where We Are Going

Students first learn that it takes two objects to create a force and that forces come in pairs. When two objects touch, the first applies a force on the second and the second applies a force
on the first. They then learn that these forces appear to be the same strength. Students will learn that during a collision, the forces on each object are the same strength but opposite in
direction, regardless of the speed of the objects and the masses of the objects in the collision.

Where We Are NOT Going

We will not explore the relationship between the amount of force, the change in motion of the objects, or the mass of the objects. This will be explored in the Lesson 7. We will also not
explore why the effect of the collisions are the same (e.g., the mass is different so the changes in motion are different) or what is causing the forces to be the same at a particle level.
This will be taken up in later lessons.



12 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 5
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: science notebook, class word wall, chart paper, markers

Take stock of what the students figured out last class. Say, Let’s remind ourselves of a couple of new ideas we learned last time. Show slide A.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What are some things that happen to solid objects when a force is
applied to them? What happens when a really large force is applied?

When we applied forces to objects, we saw them deform. When we
applied a lot of force, sometimes the objects were damaged; they
wouldn’t go back to their original shape, they cracked, or they broke
into smaller pieces.

What are the factors that determine how much an object deforms?
Provide examples.

We learned that the amount of force, the thickness of the object, and
the type of material that it was made out of affected how much the
object deformed.

Accept all examples.

Prepare students for the lesson investigations.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

So what happens when it’s the fragile object that’s doing the pushing,
like when a phone hits a wall and it breaks? The two objects are the
phone and the wall--what’s pushing on what?

The phone is moving and pushes into the wall.

If the phone is doing the pushing, why does the phone break? Turn and
talk to a neighbor then share with the class.

Um, I’m not sure. That’s weird!

We just figured out that for an object to break, it needs a force that
goes beyond its elastic limit. So if the phone breaks, what could be
pushing on the phone?

I don’t know! Maybe the wall, or maybe there is something we can’t
see pushing on the phone? Maybe it’s the phone pushing on itself?

Show slide B.:

Say, Let’s take a moment to have you record your thinking in your science notebook.

Have students share their ideas with a partner and then with the class.

Suggested prompt Sample student response



15 min

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Are the phone and the wall pushing on each other (applying a force)
when they are in contact?

Accept all answers-- most students will say yes, they push on each
other.

If the phone and the wall do apply a force on each other, how do those
forces compare to each other? What if it was a bug and a windshield?
How would those two forces compare? What if it was a baseball and a
baseball bat?

Accept all answers-- most students will say that it depends, that
sometimes one object may apply a larger force on the other object.
Some students may say that it does not matter.

Raise your hand if you think the answer to the second bullet on the
slide is “It depends.” What do you think it depends on?

Accept all examples. Some examples might include the speed of the
objects, the mass of the objects, and the material of the objects.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

This would be an informal assessment of prior knowledge. Really listen for and probe student ideas as they
relate to the amount of force. Many will have a preconception here that the forces will often be different
between the two objects. Push them by asking for examples and asking them if it will always be the case
that the forces are different. Alsopush students who state that the forces will be the same. Do not correct
preconceptions at this point but listen carefully as you can use these preconceptions later on in the lesson
(e.g., “You mentioned this earlier. Do you still think the same?”) and to informally assess if students are
developing more scientific conceptions.

2 · EXPLORING FORCE INTERACTIONS: MINI INVESTIGATIONS
MATERIALS: science notebook, Push-Pull Spring Scales: How do the forces compare?, rubber bands, two 5 N push-pull spring scales

Begin the exploration of force interactions between two objects.
Say, Let’s explore each of these questions one by one through some investigations. Let’s start with our own built-in force sensors: our fingers. When
we do this, focus on the forces you feel on the pads of your fingers.

Show slide C .

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Do you feel any push between your fingers when they are not
touching?

No, I don’t feel any push between the fingers.

Do you feel a push on your left finger?

Do you feel a push on your right finger?

When they are touching, I feel a push (force) on both my left and right
finger.

How do you think the forces compare? Is one stronger than the other?
What is your evidence?

It’s hard to say how the forces compare. It feels like they might be the
same. I also notice that the amount of squish of my fingers appears
to be about the same, so maybe the forces are the same.



Suggested prompt Sample student response

What happens now to the amount of push you feel on each finger? When I push harder with my right finger, it seems like the forces I feel
in each finger are the same but stronger now. I see more of a squish
between the fingers.

What can we say about the direction of the forces on each finger? The forces seem like they are in opposite directions.

Show slide D.

Say, Let’s take a moment to summarize what we have learned in this simple experiment.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What happens to the force you feel on your fingers when they are no
longer pushing? Can you still feel the push?

No, I don’t feel any push between the fingers.

Do you feel a push on your left finger? Where do you think this push is
coming from?

Do you feel a push on your right finger? Where do you think this push
is coming from?

I still feel a push on my right finger. I wonder if this push is coming
from my left finger.

I still feel a push on my left finger. I also wonder if this push is coming
from my right finger.

Does it matter which finger is doing the pushing? Do you still feel
forces on each finger regardless of which one is pushing?

No, it doesn’t matter. I still feel forces on each finger regardless of
which one is doing the pushing.

Can one finger push on another without the other pushing back? No, it appears that one finger cannot push the other without the other
one pushing back.

Explore force interactions with a rubber band (optional). Say, Now let’s try this a bit differently with pulling forces. Let’s use some rubber
bands. Pass out a rubber band to each student.

Show slide E.

Collect the rubber bands from the students before discussing.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What do you notice about the direction of the force in your right
finger as compared to your left finger?

It seems like the directions are different. One force goes to the right
and the other goes to the left.

How does pulling harder with your left hand affect the forces you feel
with your right hand? Your left hand? What evidence do you see/feel?

Pulling harder with my left hand creates a bigger force in my right
hand and, at the same time, my left hand. I can see that there is a
bigger dent in each finger when I pull harder.



15 min

Help students generate rules across the three mini-investigations. Say, Let’s try and see if we can come up with some rules or generalizations
across each of these three cases.

Show slide F.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Do we see any patterns across the three investigations? Accept all answers.

Can one object apply a force on another object without the other
object applying a force back? What is our evidence?

No, it seems that if one object applies a force, the other object applies
a force back. It didn’t matter which one was doing the “pushing” in the
cases of the fingers or which one was doing the “pulling” in the case of
the rubber bands.

What do you think is the minimum number of objects you need in
order to have a force?

It seems like you need at least two objects.

So, let’s extend that a little bit. We just said you have to have two
objects to make a force, right?

Right.

And we said that both objects “feel” the force. Did your right finger
and your left finger feel a force?

Yes.

Yes. As soon as you get a force on one object, you have to have a force
on another object. That is, you can have 0 forces or 2 forces but never
a lonely force by itself. Raise your hand if you agree with that
statement.

Answers will vary.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Use your judgement at this point to see if students need more help understanding this difficult idea,
namely, forces always result from an interaction between two objects, and forces always come in pairs. If
students are still struggling, you might continue with the discussion, using fingers and rubber bands to count
the forces (0 or 2 but never 1 by itself).

3 · INVESTIGATING WITH PUSH-PULL SPRING SCALES
MATERIALS: None

Investigate how the forces compare between two objects.
Say, OK, so now we know that when one object applies a force on another object, the other object applies a force back. How do these forces really
compare? Are they the same? Are they different?

Suggested prompt Sample student response



3 min

Suggested prompt Sample student response

How do you think we might be able to use push-pull spring scales to
investigate how the forces on each object compare? Take a moment
to think about this and then share these ideas with your partner.

Maybe we could push these scales together or pull them to see how
the forces compare.

Investigate force pairs with push-pull spring scales. Say, Let’s try similar experiments to what we did with our fingers and with the rubber bands.
I’d like you to make some predictions individually and then discuss them with your group before you do each step. Start with the “Left Spring Scale
Pushing into the Right Spring Scale” on your handout. You may want to pick a number, such as 3, to push the left spring scale into to start to see what
the right spring scale measures as a result.

Pass out the handout “Push-Pull Spring Scales: How do the forces compare?” Push-Pull Spring Scales: How do the forces compare?

Show slide G.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What patterns do you notice in the data? It seems that in every case, the amount of force was the same. It
didn’t matter which one was doing the pushing or pulling or how hard
we pushed or pulled. The amount the plunger came in and out always
read about the same amount.

How do the forces compare on each object when they interact? Are
they the same or different? What evidence supports your claim?

The forces are the same on each object. As we look across our data
table, we see that the amount of force was the same in every single
case.

Write what we have figured out.
Ask students to summarize what they have learned. As students share their ideas, write them on a piece of chart paper. You will add
additional ideas later in this lesson. Listen for the following ideas. If students are missing any ideas, guide them until all three are
mentioned.

You need at least two objects to have a force.
Forces come in pairs.
When one object applies a force on another object, the other object applies a force back. The force seems to be about the
same on each object.

4 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Show slide H.

End of day 1



5 min

25 min

5 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Motivate students to see if these generalizations still hold true with collisions.

Bring out the chart paper with the generalizations written on it. Remind students of what they learned yesterday. Generalizations they
came up with could include the following:

You need at least two objects to have a force.
When one object applies a force on another object, the other object applies a force back.
Forces come in pairs.

Say, Well, we’ve seen these ideas play out with gentle pushes or pulls, but do they still hold true when we have collisions? That’s really what we want
to explore as that’s when fragile things we care about seem to break most often. For example, when your cell phone hits a wall.

Let’s explore collisions by using these carts. These carts have some really nice wheels and the ability to have things like the push-pull spring scales
we used yesterday attached to them.

Show slide I.

What are some different collision conditions that we could possibly test with each of these carts? Let’s brainstorm some different things we could
try. First, why don’t you write out some ideas in your lab notebook and then we’ll share them with a partner.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What are some different collision conditions that we could possibly
test with each of these carts?

We could change
if one cart is moving or if both are moving,
if one cart is going slow or one fast,
if one cart is really heavy or one is really light, or
we could change the material.

Write student responses on the board. Guide students to think about 2 different cases (e.g.,changing how the carts move or changing
the mass of the carts). If they don’t come up with changing the material at this point, that is OK as it will be brought into the next
lesson.

6 · COMPARING FORCES: DIFFERENT SPEEDS AND MASSES
MATERIALS: science notebook, two 5 N spring scales, two carts, six washers, modeling clay

Begin to facilitate the experimental design to investigate speed and forces in collisions.

Say, Let us begin by thinking about how we might investigate how the speed of the two objects affects the force of impact on each object.

Show slide J.

Say, When we set up experiments, we often first think carefully about what we will change and what we will measure to see the result of the change.
What we change is called the independent variable. What we measure is called the dependent variable.



Suggested prompt Sample student responseSuggested prompt Sample student response

What is our dependent variable (what we want to measure) in this
question?

We want to measure the amount of force.

What are some different tools we could use to measure the
dependent variable?

Well, I guess we could use something that squishes to measure the
amount of force. We’ve learned that the more force on an object, the
more squish. The carts have those metal rings on the front that can
squish down.

We could also use the push-pull spring scales somehow. They seem
to give us a measurement of force.

I wonder, too, if there’s something we can use with slow motion as
that seems to be helpful in other cases to see what is happening.

What is our independent variable (what we want to change)? We are going to have to change the speed of the carts.

How many different ways could we change the independent variable
to answer this question?

I guess we could have one cart stopped and the other one moving. We
could have both of the carts moving. We could change the speed of
the individual carts.

Why do you think controlled variables are important? They allow us to have fair tests. They allow us to see what the effect
of changing the independent variable has on the dependent variable.

Record the different ways that the students changed the independent variable. See if you can get class consensus around these three
cases:

One cart moves, one cart is held.
One cart moves, and the other cart is free to move.
Both carts move.

Say, You may have noticed that the carts have hook and loop fasteners and that the push-pull spring scales have hook and loop fasteners. Let’s use
them to help us attach the scales to the carts.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What would we notice on the push-pull spring scales that would help
us answer our question as to how forces compare?

If we see that the scales push in the same amount to the same
numbers, we know that the forces are the same. If they move to
different numbers, then we know the forces are different.

Say, These collisions happen very quickly so it might be helpful to use some slow-motion video to help us see how much force is on each object.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

If your school allows cell phones or has a tablet cart that can record slow-motion video, we strongly
recommend you have the students use them so that they can measure the amount of force. If you don’t
allow phones or have tablets, it’s OK to still use the spring scales.



Pass out the student handout titled “How do the forces on objects compare when they have different speeds?” How do the forces on
objects compare when they have different speeds? Have the students tape the handout into their notebooks. Take out your chart paper for
pooled class data.

Have the students make predictions and then share their predictions with a partner. If you have time, you may want to poll the class or
have some student groups share what they are thinking.

How do the forces on objects compare when they have different speeds?
Begin to facilitate the experimental design to investigate different masses and forces in collisions.

Say, We also want to test mass today. Let’s explore “How does the mass of objects affect the amount of force on each object?”

Show slide K.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What is our independent variable (what we want to change)? We are going to have to change the mass of the carts.

How could we change the independent variable to answer this
question?

We could change the number of washers in the carts.

How many different changes would we need to try to answer this
question?

Accept all answers here--students may suggest only a few changes
to multiple changes.

How many times should we repeat each change to see if we get
consistent results?

Accept all answers here--they may suggest trying the collisions
three times.

What might be some controlled variables? Keep the speed the same. We’ll have to practice a few times to make
sure that we’re pushing the same amount on the cart each time.

Again, take out your chart paper for the groups to record data on. Also pass out the student handout and again have students make
predictions.

How do the forces on objects compare when they have different masses?

Have students begin to collect data.

Guide students to think about how scientists often pool their data. Say, Scientists pool data as it helps them to quickly collect repeated
measures to provide more evidence to help them answer their question. So today, we’ll have you report back your results on this chart.

Assign half of your groups to investigate speed and the other half to investigate mass. As students are pooling data, it is not necessary to
have repeated trials for each group.

As students are starting these investigations, walk around and ask them what their predictions are and why they think they might be
correct. As they start to collect data, ask them what they are thinking now about how forces are comparing. They should be noticing that
the forces between the two different carts of different speeds and different masses are the same as they find that the push-pull spring
scales are being pushed in the same amount. Have students report data on the pooled class data charts.



3 min

3 min

25 min

7 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: science notebook

Show slide L.

Say, As we close for the day, I’d like you to first look at the data you collected. In your science notebooks, write down any patterns you noticed with
the data you collected.

End of day 2

8 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Students review their group results from last lesson.
Say, Pull out your data tables. Did you notice any patterns in your data? Give me a silent thumbs up if you see a pattern, thumbs down if you do not,
and a thumbs sideways if you are not quite sure.

Say, It would be better if we pooled all of our data. Perhaps we could see if there are any patterns in the data that way.

9 · SCIENTISTS CIRCLE
MATERIALS: None

Gather students in a Scientists Circle.
Bring students together in a Scientists Circle to identify patterns in data and summarize everything they have learned in the last few
days.

Say, Please arrange your chairs in a circle and bring your lab notebooks.

Analyze data by looking for patterns.

Begin by having students look at the pooled data for the changing speed and changing force investigations.✱ Have students give you
one thumbs-up when they see one pattern. Ask them to give you two thumbs-up when they see another pattern.✱

Show slide M and have students begin to discuss the questions.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: Help students come up with another generalization that adds to the rule that
the forces will be the same on each object regardless of speed.

Look for:
The force on each object is the same, regardless of the speed of each object and the mass of each
object.

✱✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
DEVELOPING AND USING PATTERNS
 
The first and last two questions help
students focus on the usefulness of the
pooled class data table sets to help make
claims. They are useful as they provide
repeated measures of the same experiment
that allow more credibility in making the
claim and allow us to see if there might be
any major sources of error in individual
trials.
 
✱✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN PLANNING AND
CARRYING OUT INVESTIGATIONS
 
The last question asks students to
determine if there is sufficient data to
support any patterns they are noticing in
the data.



Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questionsSuggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

How do the forces compare on each object
when they interact during collisions when
they have different speeds? What evidence
supports your claim?

The forces are the same. We saw that
almost every time with our tests that it didn’t
matter how fast the objects were going. The
forces were the same since the plungers
pushed in the same amount.

That’s right--we learned that even during the
collisions, the amount of force is the same
on each object, regardless of the speed of
the objects or if one object is held or moving.

How do the forces compare on each object
when they interact during collisions when
they have different masses? What evidence
supports your claim?

The forces are the same. We saw that
almost every time with our tests that the
masses didn’t matter The forces were the
same since the plungers pushed in the same
amount.

That’s right--we learned that even during the
collisions, the amount of force is the same
on each object, regardless of the mass of the
objects.

Did we gather enough data to answer our
guiding question?

It seems like across the six groups that the
data is telling us that we have a pattern.

That’s right--we can see how the pooled data
is helpful as it gets us a lot of repeated trials.

If the data seems to be inconclusive for either mass or speed, meaning that some students are seeing that the forces are different or
that they cannot tell using their videos, show slide N.

Say, We will also watch a video that shows some bigger rings and slow motion that will help us see how the forces compare.

To pause the video, push (K) or Space on your keyboard. Pressing the period (.) will nudge the video one frame forward. Pressing the
comma (,) will nudge the video one frame backward..

Say, Let’s recap what we have learned over the past couple of days.

Summarize what we’ve learned so far. On a piece of chart paper or your whiteboard, set up a T-chart that has “Things We Know” in one
column and “Evidence We Have” in the other.

Facilitate a discussion by first recalling some of the guiding questions in this lesson. You may want to show slide O.

Then have students verbally recall each of the activities we have done in this lesson, such as the finger pushing, rubber bands around
fingers, spring scale pushes and pulls, collisions with different speeds, and collisions with different masses.

Ask students to think about some generalizations or rules we have discovered by doing the activities. As generalizations are shared, ask
students if they agree or disagree and, if they disagree, how they might change the generalization. Press students for multiple pieces of
evidence.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Who remembers one of the first activities we did and what did we
learn?

We pushed our fingers together. We only felt a force when our
fingers touched each other, and we didn’t feel a force with just one
finger.



Suggested prompt Sample student response

Nice. Can we summarize that by saying that it takes two objects to
make a force? Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Turn and
talk with a partner.

Yes.

I think it’s going to be really helpful to draw this. Can we draw two
objects using a really simple drawing? Let’s draw two carts with
washers in them.
We can even draw each using a different color. Let’s make the left one
blue and the right one red. It’s easier to talk about it like that.
So, we know that it takes two objects to make a force, and we can draw
it.

What else did we learn?

We always saw two forces, never just one. Sometimes we saw zero
forces. So we can have zero forces or two forces, but never just one.

And what evidence do you have for that? Do we think we have enough
evidence? Why or why not?

Everything we did--we felt it with our fingers, and we saw it on the
push-pull spring scales (both scales always moved).

Nice. Forces come in twos, or forces come in pairs. Another way we
could say that is that whenever one object applies a force to a second
object, the second applies a force back.

Do you think we can draw that? How could we add forces to our
drawing?

We could use arrows.

Arrows. Good idea. And I want to show the forces on each object. So
the red cart on the right pushes the blue cart on the left. There’s a force
on the blue cart. So I’m going to draw a red arrow pointing left on my
blue cart.

Do I need any more arrows to show two forces?

Yes, you need a force from the blue cart on the red cart.

Yes, and which way should that point? Right.

And how long should I make it? Make it the same length because we always saw that the forces were
the same size.

Very nice. You gave me two things there. You told me something we
learned and told me now to represent it. Let me say that once more.

Every time the red cart pushes on the blue cart, the blue cart pushes
back with the same size force. Did I get that right?

Yes.

And how can I show that in a picture? With force arrows that are the same length.



Suggested prompt Sample student response

Can we write a sentence under each? I’ll use a sentence starter here.
I’m going to label this blue arrow over here. I’m going to write,
“Force FROM _______ ON ________ .” Who can tell me how I should
fill out that chart?

Force of blue cart on red cart.

Great, and what about the other side? The red arrow? Force of red cart on blue cart.

A sample chart might look like the following:

Things We Know Evidence We Have

It takes two objects to have a force
OR

Something needs to push or pull against something else
in order to have forces

We only felt a force on our finger when the
other finger was pushing on it.
When the fingers stopped pushing, there was
no longer a force.
We only saw a force registered when we held
the push-pull spring scales and pushed into
them.

Forces come in pairs
OR
When one object applies a force on another object, the
other object applies a force back.

When one finger pushed on the other, the
other finger pushed back.
When we held the push-pull spring scales, we
saw that when one spring scale pushed the
other spring scale, the other spring scale pushed
back, showing a force on each spring scale.
When the carts collided with each other, we
saw that the rings deformed and then the
push-pull spring scales pushed in, indicating
that there were forces on each object. We saw
this across the class data table.

When two objects push on each other, the amount of
force is the same. It doesn’t matter how fast the objects
are going or how heavy they are. The forces are still the
same.

When we changed how the carts collided with
different speeds, we saw that the forces were
always the same. We saw this across the class
data table.
When we changed the masses of the carts in
the collisions, we saw that the forces were still
the same. We saw this across the class data
table.

If students struggle to come up with generalizations, you may wish to show slide P, which has a list of generalizations that they can then
share evidence to support.

Show slide P.

Here is a sample image of what a force diagram would look like when completed.



Say, Take a look at this force diagram. Do you think this clearly communicates what we learned about how forces compare when two objects are
moving towards each other and then collide? What do you think are the benefits and limitations of force diagrams?

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What do you think are the benefits and limitations of such a diagram? Answers will vary. Some students may suggest that these diagrams
are too simple in that there are other things that could be included.

Say, Wait a second. Are there other forces on these carts beyond the force of collision or other forces that might be pushing or pulling on the carts
beyond those in the collision? You can tell students that there are other forces on the carts, such as the force pulling the cart down towards
the center of the earth and the table that is pushing the cart back up. Say, Wow. Do you think it makes the diagram more complex if we were
to add more forces? We are focusing on the collision, so let’s only focus on those forces involved in the collision. We call this process “setting the
boundary of the system.”

These force diagrams become really useful when we focus on each object individually. For example, let’s cover up the left blue cart and look at the
right red cart. How many forces do you notice on the right red cart? What do you think will happen to the speed of the right red cart during the
collision?



7 min

5 min

Remind students that when you cover up the second object, you are just temporarily ignoring that second force. It still exists, but it isn't
acting on the right red cart.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

How many forces do you notice on the right red cart? One force.

What do you think will happen to the speed of the right red cart during
the collision?

Accept all answers.

Well, I bet it might slow down because of the force on it.

Return to the list of generalizations about forces and see if the force diagram represents the list of generalizations.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

This is as far as you will want to take this conversation about force diagrams and how they can be used to
predict changes in motion. This will be developed in a later unit. The main purpose is to discuss the relative
usefulness of force diagrams.

 
Say, To recap, let’s have you list the steps that you can take to draw a force diagram in your lab notebooks. Then with a partner, review the steps. As
you walk around, if you notice that students are struggling, you may wish to show slide Q.

10 · UPDATE PROGRESS TRACKERS
MATERIALS: science notebook

Update Individual Progress Trackers.
Show slide R.
Tell students, Remember we have a space for a Progress Tracker. Remember, it is designed to help us keep track of ideas we figure out from each
lesson. In the “What I Figured Out” column, you can draw pictures, write in words, or use bullet points--whatever way is most meaningful for you.
Individually take 3 minutes to think about what you figured out during the last class. You can draw from anything we’ve done so far.
Provide time for students to record what they figured out in their individual Progress Trackers.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

As an informal assessment, you will want to look for the key ideas such as forces being the same between
objects regardless of mass or speed. You will also want to focus on sources of evidence that they use to
support their ideas.

11 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Motivate learning for the next lesson.
Say, So in this lesson, we discovered that the speed of the objects and the mass of the objects really didn’t change the amount of force, right? Let’s go
back to a situation in which an aluminum cell phone is thrown into a brick wall. Do we think the forces would be the same on cell phone and the wall?
Why or why not? What is different about this situation based on what we have explored so far?

Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions



7 min

Suggested prompts Sample student responses Follow-up questions

Do we think the forces would be the same on
cell phone and the wall? Why or why not?
What is different about this situation based
on what we have explored so far?

I don’t know if the forces would be the same.
The cell phone is made of different material
than the wall, so maybe that makes a
difference.

Yes, it’s unclear if the forces might be the
same. Maybe we should investigate that
next.

12 · EXIT TICKET
MATERIALS: loose leaf paper

Have students complete the exit ticket. Optional: You can assign this as take-home learning. Have students put their name on a
piece of paper. Show slide S.


